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The readers of UHREN-MAGAZIN: Introducing Paul
Paul is 50 years old, works in a managerial position, and earns a net monthly income of € 5,200. He already
owns several wristwatches—an average of 13 timepieces! But Paul continually purchases new ones and would
like to buy a wristwatch for circa €8,500 within the next year or two.
According to the Sinus Institute’s milieus, Paul can be assigned to the “Conservative Established” and
“Liberal Intellectual” models.

The process of deciding to buy:
Paul allows himself plenty of time from the initial idea to the final purchase of a new wristwatch—
an estimated interval of five months, during which time he reads UHREN-MAGAZIN.

Step 1: Paul would again like to buy a new wristwatch!

»Emotional photography: pictures are the primary triggers of impulses to buy luxury products. 

Step 2: Paul wants an overview, so he collects background information!

» He reads items under the News, Knowledge, and Market Overviews headings.

Step 3: Paul draws up his short list and evaluates it!

» Tests: individual, practical, and comparative tests. Test-winner logo. Arranged according to 
price classes.

Step 4: Paul decides!

» Identification: people and stories behind the brand. Reports about the manufactories.

ADVICE FOR BUYERS “ROUND THE WATCH”
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The New Ebner Watch Media Touchpoint Matrix
Reuse content, maximize coverage: Write and Reuse rather than Print and Forget

Owned Touchpoints Social Touchpoints Third Party Touchpoints
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Format

Text

Picture

Info graphic

Tables

Lists

Video

Audio

How-to’s

MIU

Overall article

Text snippets

Info box

Quiz/survey

Picture

Photos

Plain Text

MIU

Tables

Listicles

Checklists

Rich Text

(Info) graphics

Illustrations

Multimedia

Video

Audio

Animated GIFs
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An impressive success story has shaped the market for mechanical luxury watches since the late 1980s. Especially
since the beginning of the 21st century, mechanical luxury watches have undergone an enormous boom thanks to 

globalization, the rapid progress of new markets in Asia and massive purchases of watches by Asian tourists. Various
crises have only briefly interrupted this ongoing boom, which has also been accompanied by a continual increase in the

price level for luxury watches. A reluctance to purchase can presently be observed among Asian and especially Chinese
watch buyers, and this disinclination has caused severe downturns in revenue for many manufacturers.

Nowadays the decision to buy a mechanical wristwatch is influenced by various factors. The brand’s image plays the decisi-
ve role. Another significant factor is the watch’s design: it plays a larger role in the purchasing decision than the themes of

mechanisms and craftsmanship, although each of these is by no means unimportant. The meaning of a mechanical wristwatch
has accordingly evolved from a high-quality, technical, practical object and collector’s item into a luxury artifact and status symbol.

Globally active luxury brands are today’s most important watch manufacturers. Each brand per se, its characteristic design, the features 
of its products and its communication spark strong desire among purchasers.

Swiss watches currently command an estimated 80% of the global watch market. Luxury wristwatches that sell for more than 1,500 euros are primarily
made in Switzerland, followed by Germany in second place and third-ranking Japan. The leading players in today’s market for luxury watches
are the Swatch Group (18 watch brands), Richemont (11 watch brands) and LVMH (4 watch brands); on the other hand, there are also the
two extremely successful brands Rolex, which is owned by a foundation, and family-owned Patek Philippe. 
The most important channels of distribution are the traditional specialized trade (i.e. jewelry stores), followed by the increasingly 
significant monobrand stores of the watch brands themselves, and by e-commerce.
According to Allensbacher Markt- und Werbeträgeranalyse (AWA) [Allensbacher Analysis of Markets and Advertising Media], 
3.5 million men in Germany own a mechanical wristwatch worth 500 euros or more and approximately 600,000 men plan to
buy a mechanical watch worth more than 500 euros. The German watch market accordingly has high purchasing potential 
for Swiss and German watch manufacturers.

You can read the entire e-dossier in German under “Wir über uns” at Watchtime.net

The Market for Luxury Watches 

Media Data for 2017
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UHREN Price Guide
This unique catalogue presents over 1,000 watch
models, synoptically arranged in ten price cate-
gories. This reference work is valid for an entire
year and is published in an enlarged print run.
Publication date: September 29, 2017

Basel / Test & Technology 
This special issue presents the highlights from
Baselworld and the Geneva Watch Salon, as
well as the best technological reports and test
articles from UHREN-MAGAZIN. Enlarged 
print run.
Publication date: March 24, 2017

UHREN Knowledge 
Here, we offer purchasing advice “round the
watch” for beginners and advanced connois-
seurs. We lead our readers on a guided tour of
the world of watch brands, describe the
various genres of watches, and explain the
most important functions of a watch.
Publication date: November 10, 2017

Monographs
Each of these special issues is created in res-
ponse to a customer’s request and is dedica-
ted entirely to one individual watch brand.
Our editors collaborate with the brand to por-
tray its history, philosophy and current watch
collection. The monograph is inserted into
every copy of UHREN-MAGAZIN in the entire
print run.
Publication date: by request

Compendium of German
Watch Brands 
On more than 270 pages, this compact volu-
me alphabetically presents Germany’s best-
known watch brands from A. Lange & Söhne
to Zeppelin – including a profile of each brand
and its current watch collection.
Publication date: December 1, 2017



Media Data for 2017
Publication Dates and Advertising Deadlines
Issue                                     Month/topic                                                                     Publication date   Advertising deadline**   Deadline for delivery 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       of printing data

1/2017                                January/February – Quartz watches                             16.12.2016                   11.11.2016                       15.11.2016

2/2017                               March/April – Classically elegant watches                   24.02.2017                  13.01.2017                     20.01.2017

Basel/Test & Technology* Baselworld main report                                                 24.03.2017                  17.02.2017                     24.02.2017

3/2017                               May/June – Retro watches                                            28.04.2017                  17.03.2017                     24.03.2017

4/2017                               July/August – Outdoor (sport, adventure...)                 23.06.2017                 12.05.2017                    22.05.2017

5/2017                               September/October – Watches and water sports       25.08.2017                  14.07.2017                     25.07.2017

UHREN Price Guide*        1,000 watches in ten price categories                          29.09.2017                  11.08.2017                     21.08.2017

6/2017*                             November/December – Watches and aviation             27.10.2017                  15.09.2017                    25.09.2017

UHREN Knowledge          Purchasing advice for beginners and                            10.11.2017                  04.10.2017                     09.10.2017
                                          advanced connoisseurs                                                          

Compendium                    German watch brands in 2018                                       01.12.2017                   21.10.2017                      02.11.2017

1/2018                                January/February – Quartz watches                              15.12.2017                   10.11.2017                      14.11.2017

* * Enlarged print run  ** Advertising deadline for special placements is 14 days earlier Subject to change without prior notice.

Booking of native advertising formats is possible 

EXTENDED COVERAGE:
UHREN-MAGAZIN also appears in a version for the iPad and is available as an e-dossier at the Watchtime.net shop. All adver-

tisements from the printed edition will be taken over into the iPad version without a surcharge and including a link to the rele-
vant homepage. Rich media contents (e.g. photo galleries, videos, etc.) can be integrated for a small surcharge.
                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

A
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A

A

A

A

A

A
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Bleed formats
(width x height) 

Live type area formats
(width x height)

Prices & Formats
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Advertising prices
regular print runs enlarged print runs

2/2017, 3/2017, 4/2017, 5/2017, Basel/Test & Technology,
Special Issue: Knowledge, 1/2018 Watch Price Guide, 6/2017

1 full page
210 x 280 mm                           170 x 238 mm
(printed pages format)

2 full pages (double page spread) 
420 x 280 mm                 
(plus 5 mm overlap in the binding)

1/2 page vertical 
105 x 280 mm                            85 x 238 mm
1/2 page horizontal        
210 x 140 mm                           170 x 120 mm

1/3 page vertical 
72 x 280 mm                             55 x 238 mm
1/3 page horizontal 
210 x 93 mm                             170 x 80 mm

1/4 page horizontal                                          
210 x 70 mm                                 170 x 60 mm

Native advertising formats (advertorials) 
(see page 10)
1 full page
1/2 page

€ 5,800.-

€ 11,400.-

€ 3,720.-

€ 3,220.-

€ 2,430.-

€ 5,980.-

€ 11,700.-

€ 3,820.-

€ 3,300.-

€ 2,520.-

A

€ 3,200.-
€ 1,600.-
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Special placements: increased 
print run

Inside front cover € 7,550.- € 7,750.-
Inside back cover € 6,800.- € 7,000.-
Back cover € 8,400.- € 8,550.-
Opening Spread € 13,900.- € 14,400.-
Cover Gatefold € 14,200.- € 14,600.-
Gatefolder inside € 14,000.- € 14,500.-

Additional special placements: 
Opposite the Editorial                                    20%
Opposite the table of contents                      10%
1st double page                                               10%
Advertisements 1 to 5                                     10%
Placement on right-hand page                      10%

Deadline for submitting specially placed adverti-
sements is 14 days earlier

Quantity discounts: Frequency discounts:
        2 pages     4%                            2 x    3%
        4 pages     8%                           4 x    6%
        6 pages    12%                           6 x   10%
       12 pages    15%                          10 x   15%

Advertisements by regional 
watchmakers & jewellers:
20% dicount (without further series discounts, 
no agency commission).

Lineage advertisements: 
per mm (1 column width 39,5 mm) € 4.40.-

(2 columns width 83 mm)
(3 columns width 26,5 mm)
(4 columns width 170 mm)

Recruitment advertisements:
25% discount for display advertisements (without
further series discounts, no agency commission)

Commercial classified advertisements:
For the first five lines € 32 
thereafter per line € 4
Picture 4c € 65
(max. 50 mm hight)
No series discounts and no voucher copies

Private ads:
Online form at www.watchtime.net

Bound inserts:
Full run Split run

2 pages € 190.-  p.1,000 copies € 285.- p.1,000 copies
4 pages € 280.- p.1,000 copies € 420.- p.1,000 copies
6 pages € 320.- p.1,000 copies € 480.-p.1,000 copies
8 pages € 340.- p.1,000 copies € 510.- p.1,000 copies

16 pages € 410.- p.1,000 copies € 615.- p.1,000 copies

Postcards pasted onto ads:
€ 49.- per thousand (including postage)

Supplements:
up to 25g € 200.- per thousand (including postage)
up to 50g € 290.- per thousand (including postage)
Aboauflage: 50% Zuschlag

Delivery date: two weeks prior to first day of sale.

Delivery adress: 
IBO - Industriebuchbinderei Ostalb
z.Hd. Herrn Eckstein
Im Wert 3
D-73563 Mögglingen, Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 717/489889

Acceptance of the order is conditional up 
provision o a contract sample

Supplements, bound inserts and stickers are not
eligible for discounts or agency commission (15%)

If typesetting or litho costs arise, these will be
charged as incurred. If motifs spread across
the inside margins of facing pages: Please
plan to include a 5-mm-wide doubling of the
motif on each page. Without this doubling,
important elements of the pages are liable to
shift or be lost in the gutter. The publishers
disclaim all warranty for the correct distance
between the motif and the margin.

The publishers reserve the right to reject
advertisements which do not fil in with the
magazine’s concept.

Special placements and ad specials
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NATIVE ADVERTISING
Alongside classical advertising, anyone who wants to attract his customers’ attention nowadays also needs a mix of journalistic content and an 
advertising or brand message, i.e. native advertising! 

How does native advertising work?
Native advertising is storytelling. Your advertising or brand message is published as an editorial narrative (i.e. a story) in the journalistic context of our 
platforms. Alternatively, your company or your offer is an integrated part of a journalistic theme, but without explicit advertising for your product. Native
advertising lastingly helps you to establish and expand the prerogative of interpretation of your company and your offers in the target group that’s most
relevant for you.

What does native advertising achieve in Ebner’s watch media?
• Your content sparks strong attention and interest in our community thanks to the high credibility and extensive coverage of our media brand(s).
• Your content is published in the look and feel of our editorial environment; we’ll also be happy to create content for you.
• Long-term effects are achieved because readers spend more time with your brand and your message and become more deeply involved with them.
• This is the only way to reach your target group via all relevant channels of communication (print, online, social media) and to circumvent ad blockers.
• Helps to reach the entire target group for your company and your products by getting more people interested in your topic.
• Facilitates custom-tailored communication in the target group that’s relevant for you via the clear persona definition and positioning of Ebner’s watch

media.
• Supports your company to establish itself as a shaper of opinion about the themes that are relevant to your target group. 
• Improves your brand’s visibility in search engines and social-media channels through SEO optimized multimedia storytelling (text, image, graphics, video).

Content is king and we’re the thematic champions
We’re content specialists for our target groups and we know exactly which themes interest our community. Simply let us handle the storytelling about your
message. We’ll make sure that your themes effectively reach our community.
On your behalf, we’ll conceive the campaign, create the contents, handle the multichannel publishing, manage the campaign, and do the reporting. 
Full service from a single source – provided by the content specialists for your target group.
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NATIVE ADVERTISING

Our process leads to a successful 
native advertising campaign Briefing

Together with the client:
• Define the campaign’s 

goals
• Analyze and determine the 

themes
• Analyze the market and the     

target groups 

Conception

• Communications
concept

• Content goals
• Campaign 

planning
• Feedback 

session
Content creation 

• Platform-appropriate creation 
of content

• SEO optimization 
• Style / design
• Photo and video editing 
• Feedback session

Publishing

• Multichannel
publishing

• Management of
campaign

• Controlling of
campaign 

Reporting

• Evaluation of
KPIs 

• Assessment and
learnings

• Review Online

Social

Webinar

Newsletter

Events

Print

Your contacts:
Print:
Andrea Scheungrab
Tel. +49 (731) 15 20 - 341
E-Mail: scheungrab@ebnerverlag.de
Online:
Michael Albus
Tel. +49 (731) 15 20 - 170
E-Mail: albus@ebnerverlag.de
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UHREN Price Guide
The long-term advertising medium for 
12 months 

Publication date 29.09.2017
Watch on cover € 8,700.-
Premium double
page € 3,220.-
Additional 
standard listing € 370.-

Premium page as a two-page spread!
Present your brand in an especially atten-
tion-getting way with the journalistically
designed premium page.
(no discounts, no agency commission)

Standard listings
Up to three model listings are free for
each watch brand. We charge € 360 for
each additional listing.

Premium double
page € 3.220,-

Standard listing:
€ 370

Monographs
Presentation of a single brand, its philosophy
and its collection

Services:
A 20-page monograph devoted exclusively to
one watch brand. The contents can be individu-
ally designed in consultation with the editors.
Published as an extra magazine inserted into the
entire print run of UHREN-MAGAZIN; also
published as a free download for iPads; and
available as an e-paper at Watchtime.net. The
inside of the front cover and the outside of the
back cover are available for your advertisements.
You receive the e-paper, which you can publish
on your homepage. The publication date will be
determined in consultation with the editors.

€ 17,000,- (no discounts, no agency commission, plus VAT)

Compendium of German
Watch Brands 
An overview of Germany’s best-known watch
brands, with a portrait of each brand and its
current collection

Creation of an advertorial:
 2-page advertorial € 900.-
4-page advertorial € 1,600.-
 8-page advertorial € 2,900.-
16-page advertorial € 4,900.-

A

A

A

A Booking of native advertising formats is possible 
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Printing method        Cover: sheet-fed offset
                                  Indisde: sheet-fed offset

Paper                             Cover: 250 g/m2 Lumi Silk halbmatt, BD
                                  Inside: 100 g/m2 Lumi Silk halbmatt, BD
                                  (Please pay attention for the dotgain)

Binding method        PUR adhesive binding

Color                              Euroscale

Raster                            80er AM-Raster

Printing materials      UHREN-MAGAZIN is produced on an exclusively digital
                                  basis. For this reason, only digital printing materials 
                                  can be used (Film can be digitalized at advertiser’s
                                  costs).

Storage mediums     CD-ROM (Mac), DVD, USB

Per FTP-Server:          ftp.cantz.de    
                                  Login: ctzanzum    
                                  Password: pesufeXu
                                  After the FTP transfer,please send information via
                                  email to: gruenzweig@ebnerverlag.de 
                                  or via fax +49 (0) 731/60 28 01 96.

Via email to:                gruenzweig@ebnerverlag.de
                                       (Email attachments should always be packed with the aid of a             
                                       compression program and should be identified with the name 
                                       of the issue and the name of the advertisement.)

                                  Checklist for data transfer included. Further checklists 
                                  available upon request.  

Print, color scale        Preferably, the press proof is to be printed on the same
type of paper as the issue. 100 g/m2 Lumi Silk, halb-
matt. To be printed in Euroscale color. Deviations from
the intended color are inevitable without a color proof.
Claims on the basis of impoperly submitted print
materials (for example, no proofs supplied) may not be
accepted by the publisher.

Color ads                      Please send an additional proof via post to
Cantz’sche Druckerei. 

                                 Abtlg. Produktion UHREN-MAGAZIN
                                  Zeppelinstr. 29-31
                                  D-73760 Ostfildern-Ruit, Germany

Proof                              The proof is to have been generated using the sup-
plied materials and printed on original proof paper.
The proof must include a Fogra Media Wedge.

Checklist                    All tpyefaces used must be supplied (PostScript). All
Ad material supply   data used (photo, logos, etc.) in TIFF or EPS format,

resolution min. 300 dpi. The following programs can be
accepted: QuarkXPress, Indesign, Photoshop, Illustrator
and Freehand. Please note: Colors in RGB mode are not
acceptable (CMYK only). Image formats such as JPEG
can only be photoset in color after conversion, i.e. after
work has been put in.

Contact                         Ebner Verlag GmbH & Co KG, UHREN-MAGAZIN, 
Mrs. Marianne Grünzweig
Karlstr. 3, D-89073 Ulm, Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 731/15 20 -123
Fax +49 (0) 731/60 28 01 96
Email: gruenzweig@ebnerverlag.de

Data Transmission – Ad Materials
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Terms and Conditions General terms and conditions for advertisements and external supplements in newspapers and magazines

1. Exclusive Scope, agreement
1.1 In its own name and for its own account, the Ebner Verlag

GmbH & Co KG, Karlstrasse 3, D-89073 Ulm (hereinafter refer-

red to as "publisher") markets advertisements for the newspa-

pers and magazines that it publishes. 

1.2 The following terms and conditions are exclusively valid

for all contractual relationships between the publisher and the

customer (hereinafter referred to as "customer") with regard

to the placement of advertisements. The validity of any general

terms and conditions of the customer is expressly excluded,

even if the publisher does not contradict in individual cases.

1.3 The publisher agrees to comply with the regulations of the

minimum wage (MiLoG). This is also valid, insofar as the

publisher orders other contractors with attendances. 

2. Services; Submission for Publication; Completion 
2.1 In the context of these terms and conditions, an "adverti-

sing order" is a contract by an advertiser or other purchaser

of advertising space for the publication of one or more adver-

tisements in a publication for the purpose of dissemination.

2.2 In case of doubt, advertisements are to be submitted for

publication within one year after the signing of the contract. If

a contract grants the right to submit individual advertise-ments,

then the contract is to be completed within one year after the

publication of the first advertisement, assuming that the first

advertisement was submitted and published during this year.

2.3 Upon signing an advertising contract, the customer also

has the right to submit, within the agreed or one-year period

according to paragraph 2.2, additional advertisements

beyond the volume specified in the contract.

2.4 If an order is not completed due to reasons for which the

publisher is not responsible, then, notwithstanding any other legal

obligations, the customer shall pay the publisher the difference

between the contractually granted discount (taking into conside-

ration the pre-defined total volume) and the actual total volume

(discount adjustment charge). The payment shall not apply if the

failure is due to force majeure within the risk area of the publisher.

3. Calculation of Volumes
3.1 For the calculation of volumes, text millimeter lines are

converted according to price into advertisement millimeters.

3.2 The publisher must receive orders for advertisements and

third-party supplements which are intended for publication in

specific numbers, in specific issues or in specific places within

the publication before the closing date so the publisher can notify

the customer, prior to the advertising deadline, that the order

cannot be completed in this way. Classi-fied ads will be printed in

the relevant section without the need for express agreement. 

3.3 Text advertisements are advertisements bordered on at

least three sides by text and not by other advertisements.

Advertisements that are not identifiable as advertisements

due to their layout can be clearly labeled as such by the publis-

her with the word "advertisement."

4. Publisher's Right of Refusal; Orders for Supplements
4.1 The publisher reserves the right to refuse advertising orders,

individually submitted advertisements in the context of a signed

contract or orders for the insertion of supplements due to the

contents, the origin or the technical form according to uniform,

objectively justified principles of the publisher if their content

violates laws or legal regulations. This also applies to orders pla-

ced with branches, reception points or representatives. 

4.2 Orders for supplements are binding on the publisher after

submission of a sample of the supplement and its approval.

Supplements which, due to their format or layout, give the

reader the impression that they are part of the newspaper or

magazine, or which contain third-party advertisements, will

be accepted subject to change. The customer will be notified

immediately if the publisher decides to refuse an order. 

5. Obligations of the Customer
5.1 The customer is responsible for assuring the timely delivery

of the advertising copy and the flawlessness of the printing

documents or supplements. If advertising orders, changes in

the scheduling or the desired issue, textual corrections and/or

cancellations are communicated via telephone, the publisher

assumes no liability for same. If printing documents are obviously

unsuitable or damaged, the publisher shall immediately

request re-placements for same. Within the limitations imposed

by the printing documents, the publisher guarantees the stan-

dard of printing quality customary for the publication.

5.2 Cancellations must be made in writing. If an order is can-

celled, the publisher can bill the customer for the costs incur-

red due to typesetting. 

5.3 The customer is obliged to bear the costs of publication of

a reply which refers to actual assertions in the published

advertisement. These costs will be calculated according to

the currently applicable advertising rate. This applies only in

the event that the publisher is obliged to print the reply. 

5.4 Exclusion of competition cannot be guaranteed. Place-

ment requests are subject to avail-ability of space. The publis-

her reserves the right to change previous placements due to

reasons related to the page layout; such changes shall not

affect the validity of the order. The publisher likewise reser-

ves the right to change branch-of-industry designations. 

5.5 If the printed advertisement is wholly or partly illegible,

incorrect or incomplete, the cus-tomer has a claim to price

reduction or to a perfectly corrected replacement advertise-

ment, but only to the extent to which the purpose of the origi-

nal advertisement was im-paired. If the publisher fails to

publish the replacement advertisement within an agreed and

reasonable time period or if the replacement advertisement is

again flawed, then the customer has a right to a price reduc-

tion or to cancellation of the order. 

6. Liability of the Publisher 
The publisher assumes unlimited liability for damages caused

by his legal representatives or executive employees and for

damages caused deliberately by other agents acting on his

behalf; in the event of a negligent breach of duty, the publis-

her is also liable for damages arising from injury to life, body

or health. The publisher is liable for product liability damages

in accordance with the provisions of the Product Liability Act.

The publisher is liable for damages caused by his legal repre-

sentatives or executive employees arising from the breach of

cardinal obligations; cardinal obligations are the essential

duties which form the basis of this contract, which were cru-

cial for the completion this contract, and upon the fulfillment

of which the licensee can rely. If the publisher has breached

these cardinal obligations due to slight negligence, then his

liability is limited to the amount that was predictable for the

publisher at the time when each service was rendered. The

pub-lisher is liable for the loss of data only up to the amount

that would have been incurred for recovery of the data if pro-

per and regular back up of the data had been undertaken. Fur-

ther liability of the licensor is excluded.

7. Proofs; Calculation
7.1 Proofs will be provided only by request. The customer

bears the responsibility for the correctness of the returned

proofs. The publisher has the right to expect the corrections

to be communicated to him within the period specified when

the proofs were sent to the customer.

7.2 If no special instructions about the size and dimensions

are given, the calculation will be based on the customary and

actual printed height of the advertisement.

8. Invoicing; Delay; Voucher Copy of the Advertisement 
8.1 If the customer has not paid in advance, then the invoice

will be sent immediately or no later than fourteen days after

the publication of the advertisement.

8.2 Unless a different payment period or prepayment has

been agreed in individual instances, the invoice must be paid

within the period specified in the price list. This period begins

with the customer's receipt of the invoice. Any discounts for

early payment will be granted as specified in the price list. 

8.3 Interest and collection fees will be charged if the payment

is delayed or deferred. In the event of a delayed payment, the

publisher can delay completion of the current order until the

payment is received and can demand prepayment for the

remaining advertisements.

If there is reasonable doubt about the solvency of the custo-

mer, the publisher has the right, also during the running time

of an advertising contract and without consideration of an ori-

ginally agreed payment date, to make the publication of furt-

her advertisements con-tingent upon the advance payment of

the amount and the settlement of outstanding invoices.

8.4 If so desired by the customer, the publisher will deliver a

voucher copy of the published advertisement together with

the invoice. Depending on the nature and size of the order,

the delivered voucher copy will consist of tear sheets, full

pages or complete copies of the issue that carried the adverti-

sement. If a voucher copy can no longer be obtained, its place

shall be taken by a legally binding certification from the

publisher averring that the advertisement was indeed publis-

hed and disseminated.

9. Cost; Price Reduction 
9.1 The customer shall bear the expenses of preparing ordered

printing blocks, stencils and drawings, as well as the expenses

of significant changes to the originally agreed versions desi-

red by the customer or for which the customer is responsible.

9.2 In case of a contract covering several advertisements, a

decrease in circulation can serve as the basis for a claim to pri-

ce reduction if the average circulation specified in the price

list or otherwise mentioned is not achieved in the overall aver-

age of the year beginning with the scheduled publication of

the first advertisement or, in the event that no circulation volu-

me is mentioned, if the average sold circulation (for special-

interest magazines: the average actually distributed circulation)

is less than the average sold circulation during the previous

calendar year. A decrease in circulation is a shortcoming

which justifies a price reduction only to following extents:

• 20% price red. for circul. up to and including 50,000 copies 

• 15% price red.for circul.up to and including 100,000 copies

• 10% price reduction for circulation up to 500,000 copies 

• 5% price red. for circulation of 500,000 or more copies.

Additionally, claims for price reduction are excluded if the

publisher has informed the customer of the reduced circulation

so far in advance that the customer could cancel the order prior

to the publication of the advertisements.

10. Classified Advertisements with Box No; Documents; Storage
10.1 For classified advertisements with box numbers, the publisher

will exercise the due diligence incumbent upon a prudent busin-

essman to assure the safekeeping and timely forwarding of offers.

Registered and express letters in response to classified advertise-

ments with box numbers will be forwarded by normal post. 

10.2 The publisher will return valuable documents without being

obliged to do so. Letters which exceed the permissible DIN C 4

format (weight: 500 grams), parcels containing merchandise,

books or catalogues, and small packages will not be forwarded

and their delivery will be refused. However, in exceptional

instances, acceptance of delivery and forwarding can be agreed

if the customer pays the costs and/or fees incurred for same. 

10.3 In the interest of the customer and for his protection, the

publisher reserves the right to open and to inspect incoming

letters or parcels in order to preempt or eliminate any misuse

of box-number services. The publisher is not obliged to for-

ward business proposals or brokerage offers. Printing docu-

ments will be returned only at the specific request of the

customer. The obligation to keep such documents ends three

months after the expiration of the order. 

11. Place of Performance and Place of Jurisdiction; Applicable Law 
11.1 In business transactions with merchants, legal entities or spe-

cial funds under public law, the place of performance and the pla-

ce of jurisdiction is the head office of the publisher. However, the

publisher also has the right to sue at the court of law which is res-

ponsible for the region in which the customer's head office is located. 

11.2 German law applies with the exclusion of the UN Sales

Convention. 
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Media Data for 2017
High-End-Communication to watch buyers
Online

www.watchtime.net

Visitors per month: 289,275
Page impressions per month: 751,658
Newsletter subscribers: 42,561

www.watchtime.com

Visitors per month: 382,000
Page impressions per month: 700,000
Newsletter subscribers: 100,000

www.watchtimebrasil.com.br

Visitors per month: 51,773
Page impressions per month: 194,766

Visitors per month: 89,553
Page impressions per month:
170,196

Print

Between 30% and 70% input for the international editions 

Mobil Events

International monobrand specials 

IBG boutique events

Monographs
iPad

iPhone

Visitors per month: 208,649
Page impressions per month: 334,465

Measured in the timeframe from August to October 2016

Social Media

> 621,000 fans

> 235,000 subscribers

Worldwide overall coverage: 1,021,250 visits per month

Worldwide overall coverage:
889,700

> 33,700 followers

Worldwide overall coverage: 223,909 copies per issue


